
     
Magicians breed magicians, but by the 
time they get here, the air and magic 

are reverse osmosis-ed into the parent; 
thus, it’s a reverse heredity, inspired with 

contemplation and driven by naked, 
unapologetic wonder.  

   

     11 1/2 years ago my ‘77 orange Dodge 
Tradesman cargo van with no power steering 
broke down in Taos whilst vacilando. Angel 
Fire was its last descent; I lived in a Wal-Mart 
parking lot for two weeks before landing a 
job at a local NPR affiliate as a news reporter, 
selling the immobile van to a fellow who hap-
pened to ride by on his bicycle for exactly the 
cost of one-way transport to the job interview. 
The next several years of my life were spent 
adventuring every crevice of the southwest 
and Mexico, getting married, getting divorced, 
and eventually quitting my job, wrought with 
the idealism of my early 20s, to squat aban-
doned farmhouses in northern New Mexico, 
redigging their irrigation systems and growing 
guerrilla crops of weed and vegetables in order 
to prevent agrarian water rights going back to 
the State. 
     I hated convenience. I loathed amenities. 
I had no hot water, but knew Spanish, rigged 
plumbing, had outlaw neighbors, and a simple 
wood stove. My leftovers swam in a net under 
shade willows of the acequia. 
     To what point has time taught? Are you still 
as wild, with your dishwasher churning in the 
background? Will your son ever know? 
     My heart is forever buried in the under-
world of Aztlan, yet work continues, never 
fades, grips the points of the North Star from 
all directions, stationed as the god that neither 
increases nor disappears.

Katey Sleeveless

 “I wonder what tomorrow’s 
going to feel like.” 
 — Lio, age 4

     I judge this passing time by the 
plumpness and roundness of where the 
cheek meets the jawline; by the long 
swirl of the cowlick; by the subject mat-
ter behind the thumbs-up. 
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“Are you not doing what you just did forever and forever again?”    
  — Lio

Mama Liberada is a homespun publication dedicated to creative families and 
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This image was taken when I was in college. It was my first Documentary 
assignment and I chose to photograph the two boys I was a nanny for. 
This shot was of Erick sleeping…

  …the beauty of the light shining on him from the win-
dow as he napped... 

 …it reminds me of the possibilities of life in the sense of how a 
child sees it, new experiences, always learning, the laughter, the tears…

… all of it is what makes me overwhelmed with joy as I transition into 
becoming a mother myself. 
  
   Abby Kreuser



uncollapsed (For Lio on his fifth birthday)

My favorite part is the one where you
leap into this bed 
between three and five a.m.
knees buried within your 
giant, oversized star wars t-shirt
left leg lifts
right leg bends
pony hop
fresh
an exuberant style i hope you never lose
directly up like pan
then crumpled to my side
bellowed in the crook and bend of the sheet
hair star swept
head smiling
closing your eyes again
agreeing for it to be daylight
when it comes
you are drawn up like a pressed wooden figure
a collapsable toy
string tied from the crown of your skull
straight up to the heart of god
god smiles
you lift
uncollapsed
and immediately request breakfast
and to see if you can watch 
ratatouille
again
you have no sleeping life
that is different from your waking life
your dreams equal
your reality
you have been hard
hardened by possibility
forgiving yourself with grace and
humor
I hope you never lose.

Katey Sleeveless



Lost and Recovered

  I was born into a typhoon catastro-
phe signified by a brilliant and dev-
astated woman. November 1976. 
November is cold and damp in An-
chorage. The ground may be cov-
ered in snow, but more likely there 
are long patches of decayed brown 
grasses covering the fields like a tarp, 
somehow on the earth instead of be-
ing the earth. November carries a cu-
rious separation, a sense of being in 
between the times of play; the rolling 
greenery of summer a memory, the 
frolicking white of winter a desper-
ate anticipation. November hangs 
in the balance. Brings the melan-
cholies. Brought me. I was born on 
a Wednesday, and as I grew I often 
thought about a storybook poem 
which had a rhyme for each day of 
the week telling the personality of 
those born. Monday’s child works 
hard for a living, Tuesday’s child is 
loyal and giving, Wednesdays child is 
full of woe, Thursday’s child has far 
to go…I always felt cheated by that. I 
was born Wednesday at 1:26 am, just 
a near miss from loyal and giving.
  Tuesday has always been my fa-
vorite day of the week. I sense now 
it is because it has always repre-
sented the sunshine before the 
rain…and my consistent deni-
al of the day in which I was born.
  My mother once told me she could 
not remember my birth. This was her 
answer to my question countering 
her assertion that I am not her child. 

Appalled, but not really surprised, I 
reminded myself (again) that I cannot 
hold her to the same set of rules of log-
ic as the rest of the people I know. She 
has a mental illness that continually 
creates and re-creates her life in dra-
matically different ways from actual 
reality. It is harrowing to hear ones 
mom assert she had no part in your 
coming into being. But she did, and 
I am still coming into being. Stran-
gled emotionally on her umbilical 
cord, I wondered how she could not 
see what was so obviously connected 
to her. My struggle for life, my gasps 
for air, my stifled cries, my blue and 
compromised body. The blue of woe.
  Fast-forward to the dim, soft-blue 
of a nightlight in my daughter’s 
room. My daughter Ursa, 3 years old.  
  “I’m glad you’re here,” she whispers, 
cuddled in bed in the dark of her new 
room.  We are spooning.  My arm 
draped over and across her, she has all 
four fingers clasped around my fore-
finger, cuddling my palm and fore-
arm like a teddy bear.  We can hear 
her younger brother suckling on his 
bottle, empty but still satisfying the 
need to suckle himself to sleep.  She 
turns over to face me. “Be Chubby,” 
she says. “Put both hands on your 
cheeks.”  I do this, and pop into an al-
ter ego named Chubby, who is a 5ish 
year old boy with all the questions of 
his age, and calls Ursa his best friend.  
Chubby, remarkably, came back to 
life for me just this past month when 
I found myself entertaining Ursa one 
day.  A favored joke from early child-



hood, my sister and brother and 
I used to squeeze our cheeks to-
gether and laugh, endlessly, at how 
funny we looked. We all played out 
being Chubby, who would say he 
was riding a bicycle really fast and 
WHEEEEEEEEE!!!!!! suddenly our 
hands, still stuck to our faces, would 
fly back and we would appear to be 
flying through space at mach speed.
  Amazingly, Ursa and I both change 
dramatically when Chubby comes 
out. She treats me as a peer, and I 
find this so special.  It is like a secret 
world I have happened upon a way 
to access, and I almost feel as though 
I shouldn’t be there, so sacred her 
young mind is to me.  But it is my fa-
vorite place to be, when the hierarchy 
dissolves and the role of mom dissi-
pates and I land in her world, on her 
ground, with her in the lead.  My own 
character gets entirely eclipsed by 
this old puppet, and I marvel at how 
completely accessible my childhood 
mind is when I am acting him out.  
When my consciousness slips back 
into being a mom, even with hands 
still pressed to cheeks, Ursa catches 
it straightaway and says to me, “Be 
Chubby!”  She can spot it in my eyes. 
  Chubby is a bittersweet character 
for me.  One the one hand, Chubby 
holds the innocence of a time when 
I was still bonded with my siblings, 
and we would constantly create 
worlds together through imagina-
tion and play.  One the other hand 
he is a remnant of a traumatic and 
convoluted past, a ghost in my heart 

the way so many memories of my 
siblings seem to be these days. But 
I keep showing up as Chubby, sens-
ing that the magic Ursa sees in him 
might also have a positive effect 
on my past in some indirect way. 
Chubby was too young to know 
the sadness that surrounded me 
then, and still maintains that na-
iveté. He is like a fourth entity to 
our sibling trinity that went into 
hibernation and has now emerged 
unscathed, even though the rest of 
us did not. To be Chubby means 
to be in a place of total innocence, 
and the new insertion of that sin-
cerity to an old memory symbolic 
of a profoundly disorienting time 
feels deeply reparative to me now. 
  It is a challenge for me maintain 
present-moment awareness with 
Ursa in the moment of our play, 
and not lapse into the echoes of my 
own childhood lost. But it feels like 
a good practice, and yet another 
curious way in which Ursa helps 
me to grow, to self-reflect, and to 
choose for myself who I am and 
what the relationship I hold to my 
own childhood will look and feel 
like. Parenting feels so layered and 
thick, and worth it, and hard.  And 
so it is that the simple words “I’m 
glad you’re here” can bring me to 
silent tears of gratitude and help 
me to cut the umbilical cord on 
the past, to stop strangling on it, 
and get a breath full of tomorrow.

Sadie Sardy



Riley Marlene Bratzler



Stardust Soup

Lying on my side,
thirty-eight weeks now
Watching the curved horizon of
globe-belly,
undulating, swelling and stretching
Outlining then obscuring your perfect meridians
Like tiny ocean waves carrying us both home

Pale skin stretched taut,
With creeks and rivers of bluish-purple blood meal,
Careening new yet ancient pathways in subterranean territories

Rivers of life
Floating us back and forth to one another 
within and between where I end, and you begin
Where you began and “I” ended

My womb a cosmic cauldron,
filled with stardust soup
A recipe made billions of times before
Which shall never again be exactly repeated

So dance wildly and rest well now,
Western wind child,
Grow stronger each day
Until we finally touch on dry land

Beneath my skin,
Yet another world away,
I wait for you and dream

Lindsay London, RN



I am a documenter, a storyteller. Like most parents, I’ve been 
using photography as a way to document my children and their 
childhood since they were babies. All their firsts, their smiles, 
their tears -- and I’ve been there through it all. In my archive of 
images, there is always someone missing: their own mother. 



While I am not someone who enjoys being in 
front of the camera, the fact that I was missing 
from their childhood was almost a dishonest 
portrayal of their lives and my own. If I’m be-
ing realistic about motherhood and how my life 
revolves around my young children; and honest 
about how they are my heart and soul; and how 
central I am to who they are right now; then I 
should be on the record. I want them to remem-
ber that their mother was right there with them 
and taking great joy in raising them. The time 
has come to let go of my own fears of imperfec-
tion and give testimony to how truly beautiful 
motherhood is. I know I will treasure these pho-
tos in the years to come. I hope that someday my 
children will look at them with wonder and with 
fondness, remembering their own joy and how 
much they are loved.

Erin Galindo



  I have been drawn to the outdoors since I was a kid growing up in Michigan. I really 
became interested in nature photography, however, when I spent two summers working in 
Yosemite National Park and one summer at Mt. Rainier National Park in between college 
semesters. While I worked in Yosemite, I used to browse the Ansel Adams Art Gallery in 
the valley, and really gained an appreciation of his work.

  Nonetheless, I have learned over the years that a good photograph does not need to be 
taken in a famous location such as Yosemite or Mt. Rainier. Several of my favorite photos 
have been taken around my home or while enjoying some time with my daughters Jessica 
and Rebecca.  I continue to pursue photography in my free time and have encouraged both 
of my daughters to express themselves in art.

David Bieda



Holy Basil
The Incomparable Queen of Herbs 
and the Battle against Adrenal Fa-

tigue

  My love affair with Holy Basil be-
gan about a year and a half ago. I 
was deeply exhausted, stressed to 
the max, gained weight despite 
regular exercise and a healthy 
diet, and had difficulty handling 
any sort of multi-tasking, which 
quickly became overwhelming. I 
would often have panic attacks at 
the thought of running simple er-
rands. It became apparent that I 
was experiencing adrenal fatigue.
  Adrenal fatigue can rear its ugly 
head in a variety of symptoms: 
consistently feeling tired but wired, 
inability to focus, inability to deal 
with daily stressors, anxiety at-
tacks, low libido, slow immune 
response, weight gain in the gut 
area, and varying degrees of de-
pression. In our fast-paced society 
where caffeine is a crutch and ex-
pectations to “succeed” are high, 
this is an all-too common afflic-
tion. I remembered learning about 
the benefits of Holy Basil in an 
Herbal Studies course I took many 
years ago, and after incorporating 
it into my daily routine for about 
three months, I noticed that lo and 
behold, I could handle Life again!
  Holy Basil (Ocimum sanctum) 
has been revered in India for 
over 3,000 years as the “Queen 

of Herbs.” Its other name, Tulsi, 
means “Incomparable One” as it 
is also used in Ayurvedic medi-
cine in association with expand-
ed states of awareness. It is often 
commonly seen planted around 
temples and regularly occupies 
a central space in Indian homes. 
It is no surprise that this delicate 
little plant has been given such 
high praise throughout history.  
  Scientific research has shown 
Holy Basil to be an extremely ef-
fective adaptogen herb that radi-
cally reduces both emotional and 
physical stress and normalizes 
functioning levels of the body’s 
systems. Research has also shown 
that it decreases the amount of the 
hormone cortisol released during 
stress without the negative side-ef-
fects of prescription medications. 
When our adrenal glands are con-
stantly required to sustain high 
cortisol levels, they eventually be-
come impaired in their ability to 
respond appropriately. The result-
ing disfunction not only affects our 
short-term response to stress, but 
it also impairs our adrenal glands’ 
ability to produce and balance 
other hormones, which are key in 
helping all body’s systems work to-
gether long term as a whole. This 
elevated stress condition also leads 
to weight gain, especially in the 
middle area, which is a throwback 
survival reaction to our caveman 



Here is one of my favorite recipes 
that can be found at Anna’s Apothe-
cary in Manitou Springs. The herbs 

can be purchased individually in 
bulk, 

or found already blended with love.

Star Power Tea

3 parts Holy Basil
1 part Lavender
 

Measure out 1 tablespoon of 
combined herbs to 1 cup of tea. 
Heat water to just under boiling 
and pour over herbs. Let steep to 
desired strength. Relax, enjoy, and 
rejoice in your healing!

Marisa Madge

days when an extra layer protected 
humans from cold and starvation.
  Like its culinary cousin Italian Ba-
sil, the Holy Basil plant has beau-
tiful spires of purple flowers and 
a slightly sweet flavor. The leaves 
differ slightly, however, with tulsi 
leaves being slightly smaller and 
with a coarser texture. Although 
it is not often used in savory rec-
ipes, Holy Basil makes a deli-
cious, rejuvenating, and pleasant-
ly mood-uplifting tea. As a tea, it 
can be steeped with other herbs, 
such as lavender and rose petals, 
to enhance the flavor and calming 
effects. It can also be combined 
with other adrenal supportive 
herbs, such as ashwagandha and 
astragalus, to provide a well-round-
ed fatigue recovery process. 
  Extract of Holy Basil can also be 
found in tincture form for those 
days where making a tea is not 
convenient, although I personal-
ly prefer making the tea simply 
for the meditative act of self-care.
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I remember when I held you 
in my body. 
Underneath layers 
of flesh and bone you shook 
and multiplied. 
You introduced me to my own Matter, 
Latin for Mother. 
When you ripened inside of me 
the Earth shook us, 
made a fault line in my skin. 
Together we let go and 
into my arms you arrived.      
 
I watched you this morning 
pulling your hooded sweatshirt over your 
Fire Red head. 
You stand inches over me. 
My baby. 
You smile at your silly Mama, correct my driving 
and ask me to not sing in the grocery aisle. 
You forget that you rode the curve of my rib cage 
and slept on the hum of my spine. 
But I do not.

pirate

You arrived two weeks late, 
mama was a capsized ship, 
I should have known there was a pirate in my midst. 

Your Daddy and I dosed your genes 
in melodies, travel, 
rebellion and wonder. 
Here to ask questions, here to shake up the status quo. 
You made our bold brew fizzle 
and pop. Brilliant and Brother, 
Seer of soulful things. 
What will 13 bring, 
you sailor, 
you captor of 
my heart? 

Xanthe Alexis



His Heart 
 
My six-year-old son took a poop at his mom’s house 
and after using a few squares of teepee to swab himself clean 
he silently sat on her bed and began to scroll through pictures on her iPad
…of his butt

His mom came in and said,
“Why’d you take pictures of your butt?”        
And he replied,
“To see if I got all the doo-doo off…”

We simultaneously and continually share stories like this about our son…
Sharing our son… 
Our son sharing is why just recently,
for a short time, all sat for supper sipping soup for the first time,
 in a long time,
and he asked
 if this meant 
  we were getting back together… 
We’ve got his back together.
His professionals call his mom and me more then they call other parents 
to discuss what other parents don’t have to 
And they get told what other parents don’t have to tell them
 Try had an unstable foundation for many moons
  Try had an unstable home for many moons

They say home is where your heart is and my son’s heart is not unstable.  
This boy loves harder and deeper then folks five times his size.  

Try
was born 3 months early
and had to spend 3 months in the hospital after being born 
Torn open in all ways his mother visited every day while we lived an hour away 
and I worked full time.  

Strangers to us 
 but family to him, 
  held Try when we couldn’t.  
At 1 pound 4 ounces, this boy was loved on by folks 100 times his size
So it’s no wonder that at 6 years old and 37 pounds 
Try loves harder and deeper then folks five times his size.  



Once 
he bled out completely 
and his heart had to pump saline solution, because his heart had to pump some-
thing.  
His heart cannot pump nothing.
Home is where your heart is and his heart has to pump something.  
His heart cannot pump nothing.  
That’s why his heart is open to everything.  

Mommy and daddy fighting, moving, splitting up, fighting, moving, back togeth-
er
fighting, moving, splitting up

My son’s heart has pumped through everything. 

Hike after hike, story after bedtime story, hide and seek, rides over peaks
Going from “I’m too weak…” to “I’m so STRONG! Daddy watch me! 
Watch me!!”

My son’s heart has pumped through everything

They say, “The heart is a muscle not a bone.  It can’t be broken” 
and
“Home is where your heart is” and I know his home is not broken
because
His heart pumps the platelets that seal sores that are open
And need to heal
We need to heal
he is healing
We are healing
Thanks to his heart 
that is stronger than two parents 
5 times his size.

Luke Cissell



Ex Nihilo

  “No chaos, damn it! There is no accident, just as there is no be-
ginning and no end,” says the man bent toward the raw canvas, 
stretched and nailed to his studio floor. A critic once described 
Jackson Pollock’s work as “chaos, absolute lack of harmony, com-
plete lack of structural organization, total absence of technique, 
however rudimentary. Once again, chaos.”
     But you have watched the recordings of his work. He waves 
his right arm, down, side to side, his body sways, dipping a paint 
stirrer into an aluminum can of paint that he holds in his left 
hand, his thumb sticky from gripping the inside of the can. His 
lips hold a cigarette in his mouth. He steps left, right, forward; 
his legs stretch and his head bows. His wrist snaps and the paint 
falls in long ribbons, dribbling from the stirrer in his hand onto 
the canvas beneath his feet. He seems to dance across the canvas, 
light-footed as he moves, perhaps performing a more ancient act 
than he knows. 
     He says, “Because a painting has a life of its own, I try to let it 
live.” You agree: this is not chaos; this is animation, pattern, mean-
ing.

     The larvae emerges, a wiggling mess, from the mass of eggs 
on the ocean floor. You wonder, does it see the gradation of light 
above or feel the swooshing of water and sand against its flesh? 
Slow, so slow, it begins, sucking water and minerals through its 
tube mouth and then secreting the proteins to create its home. The 
calcium deposits around the worm’s body, coiling, creating spirals 
as it hardens, iridescent, ever growing as the worm matures, until 
the day when the shell, voluptuous and strong, is discarded, to be 
washed by the ocean until it reaches a shore, the very beach where 
you, at this moment, walk without shoes, studying the sand until 
you see and you bend and you hold this shell in your hand, won-
dering at its design.



     

     So, too, a connection, an ejection, a journey, a union creates 
a beginning, not yet conscious but pulsing and breathing and 
changing, as life is apt to do. Tissues multiply as the cascading and 
lengthening strands of DNA take shape. His eye color is already 
set: blue. An organ grows inside you, ex nihilo, “out of nothing”; 
an organ bumps violently, 150 beats per minute, a functioning 
heart for a mass of protein the size of a sesame seed. Buds emerge 
and expand into eyes, a nose, arms, legs. 
     By week 10, hands, fingers, fingernails. And then, at 11 weeks, 
air traps in his throat, and he hiccups. By the 14th week, he can 
grimace and smile and suck his thumb, curled in his mouth. His 
cord twirls at his belly. And then you feel a flutter from the inside, 
and then a rapping, and later, a punch to the bladder. At 19 weeks, 
he hears you sing and jumps at the rumble of the trash truck’s 
arrival at your house. Then, he could, if he wanted to, appreciate a 
bite of strawberry, a twinge of lemon. You could brush his brown 
hair, if you could get at it. And he loves to feel you dance. At 27 
weeks, he cracks open his eyes, and at 28, he can dream.x
     At last, when this squirming, incubating human opts to meet 
you, finally, after all the praying and grumbling and pacing, when 
the squeezing of your uterus pushes your child down and out your 
opening, and you reach to feel the arrival: first, you can only finger 
the tip of a scalp. It moves forward and then hair, ears, eyebrows, a 
nose, and those squishy lips, as you groan, pant, crane, release un-
til that wail makes you cry with relief: “My baby!” His life begins 
in your arms: this is not chaos, damn it, this is life.

Elizabeth Charlotte Grant



  It’s hard for me to answer when the doctor asks how I’ve been sleeping. She asks 
what time I fall asleep, and I flub the answer every time, because I don’t know. I 
sometimes fall asleep with a sweaty head pressed against my shoulder. He’s 8, and 
she’s 6, and they still like snuggling to sleep. Sometimes I’m able to stay awake 
and read or watch tv after they fall asleep. Sometimes I’m so tired that my last pill 
of the day eases me to sleep all on its own. It could be 8 o’clock. It could be 9 or 
10 or 11 or even later. I make up an answer that sounds right.

  I try to count hours when I’m in that office. How have you been sleeping? How 
many hours? Is it hard to wake up in the morning? Those are questions that 
feel beyond my control. I wake up sometimes by hearing them arguing. I wake 
up sometimes when my husband goes to work and I can hear my son saying a 
cheerful but distracted “Bye Dad.” Some days I get out of bed and cheerfully say 
hello, pulling on clothes and walking into the kitchen. On other days, the hard 
days, it’s someone bellowing GET UP, MOM! I stay in bed, remind them that 
yogurt is in the fridge, bread is on the counter, bananas in the basket, peanut 
butter somewhere. But it’s not enough. Not enough until I have pulled myself out 
of bed, stumbling into clothes, throwing the first pills of the day into my mouth. 
I’m not fully real to them until I’m standing there, making coffee and slapping a 
sandwich together. I grumble that making a sandwich is easy, and they can do it 
themselves. But then I remember how much better things taste when someone 
else makes it for you. It’s why going out for dinner is tempting when I’m a little 
off, when making dinner is too hard, or I’m too scattered to settle on something, 
when I’m too hyped up to feel hungry. My dad says my grandma said food some-
one else has made tastes better because you “can’t taste your hand in it.” Days like 
those, she’s right. 

  My dad’s father died when he was a child. I didn’t hear much about him growing 
up. It would be a long time before the stories would start coming. They were 
stories that matched other stories I heard, other relatives both dead and living, 
spread out like that proverbial tree. I was stuck there on that branch, looking up 
and out. There were shiny apples there, and blossoms, and there were apples on 
the ground, bruised or rotten, smelling strongly of cider, bees resting and flying 
away, trying to make use of what was left. It was tempting for my dad just say 
“crazy.” Say things like “my crazy family” or “goofy in the head.” It was easier to 
say that. Growing up a tiny farm town full of first and second generation Norwe-
gians, there were no words. The DSM did not exist there. There are no words for 
mania or schizophrenia, no words for clinical depression, agitated depressions 
and mixed states, mixed mania, worse in the summer when there is more sun-
light. There are secrets there, and hopes that it was all left behind on that gravel 
road when my dad made his escape. 

  But now we have learned words for mania, and words for depression. There is a 



word called bipolar, and that’s what I am. It’s the same thing my dad’s family had 
in spades, spread out on those branches. There are others sitting there, uncles 
and aunts and cousins, and when we are gone, there might be other people sitting 
there. It’s woven into us, somewhere we can’t reach. Somewhere we cannot see 
unless it consumes us for a while. Mental illness doesn’t choose, it spins around, 
eyes closed, and points. It pointed at me, and here I am. 

  Back to sandwiches. I make them, I set them on the table. I offer milk and water. 
Afterward they make up art projects for themselves (lately comics for my son 
and painting for my daughter) and eventually we do some homeschool work. Or 
maybe it’s a day that we visit the park with friends, or go to co-op classes. It’s nice 
for me to get in the air and joke and laugh with my friends. I’m open about all 
of this. They know. They accept me. When I need help, they are there. They are 
there for me, and there for my kids. 

  My meds cocktail is hefty but helpful. I am able to have energy and be creative 
and funny without it tipping into tearing the house apart in a cyclone of activity. 
We chat, and I joke, and they laugh. I reach into my bag around 12:30 and swal-
low a yellow pill. Sometimes there is a clementine orange in there too, or an ap-
ple. We squint toward the woods surrounding the park, looking for our children 
in stripes or bright colors. We try and get them into distinctive clothes so we can 
find them easily. The kids emerge from the woods, sweaty, wielding stick swords. 
Some adult with invariably yell “Be careful!” But they are. 

  In the afternoon, I rest. Many times I am thankful my kids are old enough that 
no one will fall down stairs. I’m not struggling to get a toddler to take a nap. I’m 
not worried about someone playing with knives or opening the dishwasher when 
it’s running. They curl up with ipads and I tell myself it’s fine. I close my eyes, 
sometimes. The curtains are drawn. In the hot Georgia summer, I point the fan 
at my head. Sometimes the kids come in and rest beside me. The rest quiets me. I 
can feel my brain relaxing, sometimes. Unwinding itself from the tight little shiny 
and wild and brittle ball it always thinks it should be. I know how to count my 
breaths, now. I know why I have to slow down, and I know when I have to get out 
of bed, and why.  

  It’s these kids. My beautiful kids that know what bipolar means. My kids with 
their bright eyes when I sat them down, voice even, and said that I had to go to a 
special doctor, that she said something was different in my brain. Something that 
could make me get sick. Told them what it was called. I told them that sometimes 
my brain told me things that aren’t true. I told them sometimes I had too much 
energy, and sometimes I had too little energy. I told them it was why sometimes 
I get anxious, why sometimes I feel sad or angry or want to stay up late. Why 
sometimes I talk a lot or too loud or fast. I told them it’s why I take all the medi-



cines on the counter. Why I go to the special doctor. Why dad and I want to talk 
quietly in private. 

  What I don’t say is that it took far too long for me to say this word. I had learned 
it long ago, and knew the way it sounded in my mind when I shakily held it for 
years, uneven on that branch. I kept dropping apples to the ground, over and 
over. I thought I was okay. I thought it didn’t matter. One day, at 35, I knew I 
couldn’t pretend anymore. I needed to say it out loud. So I did. 

  I don’t say things like “I feel guilty because I feel like I could have been a better 
mother to you.” I don’t say things like “I’m sorry you had to see all this.” I don’t 
say things like “After you were born I felt anxious and buzzed all the time and 
told myself awful things.” I can say things like “Sometimes I can get sick, but I 
used to get really sick, but now that I see the special doctor, I’m getting better.” 
Because I am. I breathe and think at least I did it. At least I’m not stuck in a tiny 
town, years ago now, living out my life swinging around and around, never land-
ing. My kids won’t know me like that. They know these words. They say them.

  It’s evening, and my husband comes home, and I take the purple pill. He feeds 
the cat and we all sit down for dinner. The kids tell him about what they learned 
about egypt, about what they found in the woods. They sometimes talk about 
phonics. A for apple, maybe. It all gets cleaned up, and I take the last set of pills, 
the fish oil too. Soon it’s pajamas and lights turned off, someone saying they love 
me. I can’t count hours, not like I’m supposed to. Time is different with children. 
It’s both too slow and much too fast. It is enough to live, to live for not just them, 
not just my family, but for myself. I am enough, like this. I’m not broken or 
missing. I’m healing, and I am resting here in this bed with those I love. Someone 
finds my hand in the dark. I take it. 

Karen Olson Edwards

illustration by Jessy Randall



How to Liberate a Mama: Let Her Be.

  Once upon a time there was a girl who dreamed big dreams. She dreamt of trav-
eling the world, of being saintly, of being an artist, of adventures searching for sa-
cred rocks, of hiking in ancient forests, of living a life of love surrounded by kind 
people. She remembers being shut down by the ones who loved her. Statements 
like “get real” and more sarcastically, “keep dreaming kiddo” were what kept her 
quiet -- most of the time, anyway. She did keep dreaming though and over time, 
those dreams became linked to winning the lottery, as if that was the only way to 
reach them. It was kind of sad, but she worked hard and did more than her fair 
share, you know, so her karma would build up or something like that. She bit 
off more and more and before she knew it, she could no longer chew with such 
a mouthful of life. She couldn’t even breathe, really. As a matter of fact, she was 
dying, choking, or at least it felt like that. Then everything shifted.
  Everything is different now. Something happens to a woman at 40, or so they 
say, and for me it seems so. (My theory is that, generally speaking, in our culture, 
women stop being seen as sex objects and of less value around 40, so they get cut 
off from some of the “advantages” or perceived advantages that their sexuality 
brought them. Just when they need them the most, nope, sorry, you are too old 
and not sexy enough.) We have worked so hard at keeping everything together 
for so many years, just to be cast aside when we start to have needs or are less 
able to “produce.” For some, they snap and fill with an unexplainable rage. Others 
work even harder to maintain a place. Some just fall apart completely and get 
sick, become disabled or even die. The “lucky ones” have a husband with a big 
enough heart to keep them placated. I find it similar to working your ass off for 
years to prove yourself for a promotion, only to be passed over for the new guy 
who is less experienced but better connected (or he just has a penis and, well, 
that is more valuable, less “hysterical”, if you will). You want to walk into your 
bosses office and say “Are you fucking kidding me?! Why did you work me so 
hard? Why did you fill my head with lies? I missed my kid’s childhood and this is 
payment I get!?!”
  I see people who haven’t had to go through something like this to follow dreams. 
Maybe they were supported by family, maybe they had an uncommon drive or 
maybe they watched the right Disney movie at the right time. I see people living 
their dreams like kids see Christmas lights through the forest on a long dark road. 
Seeing them has kept me alive, kept me dreaming. Those people are lit up to me 
and I want to be like them, I am like them. I just needed the right fixture to screw 
into. I was trapped in my head with voices like a flickering fluorescent saying, 
“get real” and “keep dreaming kiddo,” but I knew that there had to be another 
way, with or without the lotto. It took me to feel like I was dying before I could 
even reasonably look the other way. Life had to so completely disappoint me, 
completely fall apart, punch me in the gut, blacken both eyes, and make things 
impossible for me to continue not following my dreams. Such a shift in one’s 
conscienceness is frightening!



  My entire view on life has shifted, even the way I see relationships. My role with 
my son has shifted to that more akin to a partnership with healthy boundaries. 
We are both much happier and more ready to move into a life on the road. We 
are scared though and I have to be honest with him about my feelings. I let him 
know that I am scared too, but that it is OK for me to be afraid, normal, even, 
and that I would never do anything that would put us in extreme danger. Then 
there was some mention of how getting in the car is more dangerous than any-
thing else we will be doing. I have taught him about comfort zones and how it is 
natural for us to dwell within them and how sometimes life kicks your ass out no 
matter how hard you cling and how that is when growth and learning happens.
  We have been exploring maps and websites to see what our first move will be. 
What started with a cross country trip has evolved into a drive into Mexico trip. 
Now it has changed into a slow drive into Canada trip with a wilderness camp 
session for him, while I explore alone for the duration. We have considered some 
housesitting opportunities, job opportunities and even some Eco villages and 
farms. We have poured over national park information and historic trail routes. 
We have not made up our minds about what we are going to do and I am so fine 
with that. This feeling is the feeling that I have longed for over all those fleeting 
years of working my days away and worrying about everything as I drift to sleep.  
All I ever wanted was just to be fine and to move in a direction that feels right. 
I am here now. It has taken me 9 months of respite and recovery and I am so 
thankful for the opportunity to heal and get to know myself and my son again. It 
is almost like I was pregnant with ideas and needed the time to grow them and 
now I am giving birth to them.
  For the first time in my life, I have not longed for a companion. I am totally free 
and confidant to make decisions without the burden of loneliness. I no longer 
see a relationship with a significant other as a necessity or missing part of my 
life. Why should I wrap my head up in a dream that does not serve me? Would I 
like a significant other? Of course! I’d love a guy who is into what I am into and 
whose imperfections are in the same range as mine, but what has changed is the 
fact that I will never again get involved with someone who isn’t good for me. 
Now, I must say that I cannot marry the idea that my past relationships weren’t 
good for me, they were. They helped me grow and learn and become a stronger 
person. I just know better now. I am open to entangling myself again, just next 
time, he will be sober and an asset and we will be hero to each other rather than 
it being so one sided. He will be exciting enough to push me further in a direc-
tion that I want to go and not cling to some past version of me. My son will love 
him. The coolest part and at the same time, the hardest part to admit, is that I am 
not trying to distract myself from my dreams with a relationship. I am not open 
to getting involved with someone who will hold me back. I have an even deeper 
love for my last boyfriend, as he was able to see that he was holding me back and 
because he loved me and wanted to see my happiness, he let me go. He made it 
so I couldn’t stay. This is the first relationship that I let end without a concrete 
reason (ok I did get cheated on a lot in the past). I’ve always been so loyal that it 
had to be real bad before I would let go. Thanks again universe!



  My parents. My God, they are good people. My relationship with them has even 
shifted recently. They support me in my happiness! WTF!?!?! They have accepted 
that I will never be the daughter that they thought I should be, but they love me 
and want me to be happy. As normal as that sounds, it is a huge breakthrough 
for me to hear my mom say that she wants me to decide what I want and go 
for it and that she only wants me to be happy. She even told me that I am “pure 
good,” which I have always thought but never got outside confirmation. And my 
father recently admitted, “I can be an asshole sometimes, especially in the areas 
of emotions” (his words, not mine). That shit blew my mind! Now I must say that 
I have never walked around thinking my dad an asshole (ok maybe a few times), 
maybe grumpy and not very good at understanding me, but hell, I know I can 
be complicated and sensitive. All my issues with external expectations kind of 
flew away after that shift. Why should I give a rat’s ass about what anyone thinks 
about me (even society at large) when my own parents, who are amazing people, 
love and support me?! This healing has come from my exploration of my original 
wound of my sister’s death. I have realized that her death imprinted on me in 
a way that I became who I thought they needed me to be to make life easier on 
them. This awareness shifted everything between us. Am I completely done with 
these dynamics? Hell no, but I am aware and know now when I need to distance 
myself.
  My baby sister lives in the home I grew up in. She is in love and I imagine that 
she will be moving in with him after her youngest graduates next year. I spent 
about a month this year thinking that I was going to move in with her. I thought 
I would use her home as my safety net and as a place I rest between journeys. 
I even started moving stuff over there. Something shifted with that energy too, 
though. My parents want to sell the house after she moves out. Since I do not 
know where I will be, I should not have my stuff there. I am not trying to set 
myself up to be a burden. I moved everything left that I own into a 10 by 10 stor-
age unit. I bought a 1994 dark purple pickup truck that is in excellent condition, 
which my son named Dragonfly,  and everything we need to travel got packed 
into it. We are off! I manifested this and for those of you who read what I wrote a 
year ago, you can see that.
  I am letting spirit be my guide. This feels right, so right! Magic has already hap-
pened; is happening!
  Joey was nervous at first, but as we pushed through some experiences outside of 
our comfort zones, we found growth, enlightenment and genuine unbought hap-
piness. I have to say that in two weeks of being on the road, we may have learned 
more than what had been learned in an entire school year. This is Road School.
  This is our dream realized. This is living life. This mama is liberated.
  And this is what happens when the world lets me be!

Nicole Villano



Bart’s ‘Super Easy Biscuits and Gravy ’ 
Recipe

As a single parent, I know that raising a 
child can be stressful, which sometimes 
leads parents to indulge themselves with 
booze when they are “off duty.”  However, 
waking up with a nasty hangover the next 
morning really sucks. But hangovers can 
be cured. Believe me— I’ve had plenty of 
practice. Here is my “hangover cure” rec-
ipe. I like this recipe because I can whip it 
up sometimes in under 30 minutes, which 
helps to not let the hangover “settle in.” I 
also like this recipe because I find that I 
always have extra biscuits left over, which 
my four-year-old daughter, who is very 
picky with food, loves.

Biscuit ingredients: 
-2 cups all purpose flour
-1 teaspoon baking powder (leveled)
-1/4 teaspoon baking soda
-1 teaspoon sea salt (leveled)
-1/4 stick of cold butter, maybe a little 
more
-1 ½ cup of buttermilk

Preheat oven to 425 degrees. Then, com-
bine your dry ingredients in a big bowl. 
Don’t go overboard with the baking pow-
der and baking soda, keep these ingredi-
ents fairly exact, or your biscuits might 
end up tasting terrible. Mix the dry ingre-
dients. Chop up the butter into thin strips, 
or chunks, with a knife, and mix it in with 
everything else. Add buttermilk until the 
dough is not powdery anymore, about a 
cup and a half should do it, then mix, but 
don’t over-mix. Take a spoon, and spoon 
out the dough evenly in little mounds on 
an ungreased cooking sheet. Cook until 
you see edges of the biscuits begin to turn 
golden brown (dough should not be pasty, 
but fluffy, on the inside), about 15 minutes 

or so. Start your gravy after the biscuits 
have been cooking for five minutes if 
you want your biscuits and gravy to be 
ready around the same time.

Gravy Ingredients:
-3/4 single serving bottle of whole milk, 
or about 2 ½  cups.
-quarter, to one-half of a pound, of hot 
Italian pork sausage.
-wild mushrooms, i.e. Morel, Hen of the 
Woods, Oyster, etc…(optional)
-1 tablespoon of all-purpose flour
-sea salt
-black pepper

Get the pan hot, and cook your sausage 
down a little bit, and break it up into 
little chunks. If using mushrooms, add 
your mushrooms after about five min-
utes. Add the milk once the sausage has 
more or less had a chance to cook, it’s 
best to use milk that’s not cold. Stir, and 
let the milk heat up to a rolling simmer. 
Then, begin adding your tablespoon, or 
so, of flour (how much flour to add is 
kind of an art, but with some practice 
you will get better.) Whisk the flour into 
the milk immediately (use a fork if you 
don’t have a whisk, but a whisk is bet-
ter). Add lots of black pepper, go crazy 
with it. Then add a bit of sea salt as well. 
Keep stirring all the while until it gets 
thick, you may have to add more milk, 
or flour, to get the consistency how you 
want it. Reduce heat. Cut some biscuits 
in half and pour it over the top of the 
biscuits. Serve with ice cold kombucha 
tea to further attack your hangover. And 
there you go— breakfast made, hang-
over gone, everyone is happy!

Bart Dziegiewski


